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We carry out systematic analysis of 4/ core photoemission spectra for actinide di-oxides 
An02 (An=Th ~ Bk), using the impurity Anderson model including the exchange interaction 
J between 5/ electrons. The effect of J is important in explaining the observed photoemis
sion spectra especially for Pu02, Am02 and Cm02. It is shown that Pu02 and Bk02 are 
strongly mixed valence compounds, and that a crossover between Mott-Hubbard-type and 
charge-transfer-type insulators occurs around Np02. A previous analysis of 3d core 
photoemission spectra for rare-earth sesqui -oxides RzOa (R =La,...,_., Yb) is briefly reviewed, and 
the results for An02 and R20a are compared. 

- § 1. Introduction 

117 

Core-level spectroscopy provides us with important information on the electronic 

structure in solids.1> The impurity Anderson model has been used successfully in the 

analysis of core-level X-ray photoemission spectra (XPS) in various rare-earth com

pounds2> and transition-metal compounds.3> 
For a series of rare-earth sesqui-oxides RzOs (R=La r'oJ Yb), Ikeda et al.4>'5> recently 

analyzed the 3d core X-ray photoemission spectra (3d-XPS) with the impurity 

Anderson model. They showed that the charge transfer energy L1 and the hybridiza

tion strength V between the rare-earth 4/ state and the 02P state changes systemat

ically with the atomic number of the rare-earth element, where L1 is defined by the 

energy which is necessary to transfer an 02p valence electron to the rare-earth 4/ 

state. According to them, L1 decreases from La to Eu, jumps to a larger value at Gd, 

and decreases again from Gd to Yb, while V decreases almost monotonically. 
Compared with rare-earth compounds, much less study has been made for 

actinide compounds. The purpose of the present paper is to present a systematic 

analysis6> of actinide 4/ core XPS in actinide di-oxide series (AnOz) using the impurity 
Anderson model, and to compare the result with that of R203. Figure 1 shows the 
experimental data of actinide 4/-XPS in ThOzr'>J Bk02.7>-9> For ThOzr'>J Pu02, the 4/

XPS exhibits, in its 4/7t2 and 4!5t2 components, a satellite peak about 7 eV above the 
main peak. The intensity of the satellite increases from Th to Pu, but it decreases 
rapidly for Am and almost vanishes for Cm. The 4/-XPS of BkOz has two satellite 

*> Present address: Computational Science Research Laboratory, Fujitsu Ltd., Shinkamata, Ota-ku, Tokyo 
144. 
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118 A. Kotani and T. Yamazaki 
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<-- Binding Energy 

Fig. 1. Experimental results of 4/-XPS for An02 
(An =Th, U ~ Bk). The result for Th02 is 
taken from Ref. 7), that for U02 is from Ref. 8) 
and others are from Ref. 9). 

peaks about 6.0 e V and 9. 7 e V above the 
main peak. The width of the main peak 
increases gradually from Th to Am, with 
the maximum value for Am, and it 
decreases for Cm and Bk. 

An analysis of the 4/-XPS for Th02, 
U02 and Np02 was made by Gunnarsson 
and Sarma7

) with the impurity Anderson 
model. The increase of the satellite 
intensity from Th to Np is understood, 
as will be discussed later, from the fact 
that the charge transfer energy L1 
decreases with increasing atomic num
ber. However, when we apply a similar . 
analysis to' Pu02, Am02 and Cm02, we 
obtain too large a satellite intensity, 
unless we assume that L1 increases with 
the atomic number. In the present 
paper, we extend the usual impurity 
Anderson model by introducing the 

exchange interaction ! between 5/ electrons. Then the analysis for Th02"' Bk02 can 
be made with reasonable behavior of Ll, which decreases from Th to Cm and jumps 
at Bk, in a consistent manner with the case of R20s (note that "Bk4+" corresponds to 
"Gd3+" with half-filled I electrons). It will also be shown that a cro~sover between 
the Mott-Hubbard-type and the charge-transfer-type insulators occurs around Np02, 
and that Pu02 and Bk02 are strongly. mixed valence compounds. 

In § 2, the model and the method of calculating 4/-XPS for An02 are described. 
The calculated results are shown in § 3, where the effect of ! and the systematic 
variation of the other parameters are also discussed. In§ 4, the result of the analysis 

. of rare-earth 3d-XPS for RzOs is briefly reviewed, and compared with the actinide 
4/-XPS for AnOz. Section 5 is devoted to concluding remarks. 

§ 2. Formulation 

2.1. Model 

We consider a system which consists of an 02p valence band and 5/electi:-ons on 
a single actinide atom. The Hamiltonian is given by 

(2·1) 

where cv(k) is the energy of the 02P valence band with the index k( =1 "'N) specifying 
the energy level, cf is the 5/ level, U and J are, respectively, the Coulomb and 
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Systematic Analysis of Core Photoemission Spectra 119 

exchange interactions between 5/ electrons, and V is the hybridization between 5/ 
and valence electrons. The operator aimcr(i=k, /) represents the annihilation of an 
electron in the state (i, m, a), where m and 0' are the indices specifying the orbital and 
spin degeneracies of the I state,_ respectively, and nimcr is the number operator: nimcr 
=almcraimcr. 

In the final state of 4i-XPS, a core hole is created in the 4i level, and then the 5/ 
level is pulled down by the core hole potential. Thus the Hamiltonian describing the 
final state is written as 

(2·2) 

whehe - Ufc is the core hole potential acting on the 5/ electron. 
The Hamiltonians (2 ·1) and (2 · 2) are diagonalized numerically for a finite system 

where cv(k) is expressed as 

(2·3) 

and with the basis states given in § 2.2. In Eq. (2·3), cv and W represent the center 
and the width of the valence band, respectively. The value of N is taken. to be 
sufficiently large so that the calculated spectrum converges well. The photoemission 
spectrum is represented by 

F(Es)= ~l<flg>l2 
(Es- E::-~g)2+ r2 , (2·4) 

where lg> is the ground state of Ho with energy Eg, If> are eigenstates of H with 
energies Ef, Es is the binding energy, and r represents the spectral broadening 
corresponding to the lifetime of the core hole. We also take into account a Gaussian 
broadening corresponding to the experimental resolution. 

2.2. Basis states 

In the limit of vanishing V, we define lin> by the state where the valence band is 
filled and n 5! electrons with t spin are occupied. Then lin> ·is written as 

(2·5) 

where 

(2·6) 

with the vacuum state lvac> and with Nf=7. Here, we confine ourselves to the case 
n < 7, and take n=O, 2, 3· ··7 forTh, U, Np ... Bk, respectively. When the hybridization 
Vis switched on, lin> is coupled with the states 1/n+I t L(k)> and l/n+I.!. L(k)>, where 
lfn+I t L(k)>, for instance, denotes the state obtained from lin> by transferring a 
valence electron with k and t spin to the 5/ state (for Bk, lfn+I t L(k)> should be 
excluded because of the Pauli principle). The state l/n+I t L(k)> and lfn+I.!. L(k)> are 
written as 
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120 A. Kotani and T. Yamazaki 

IJn+l t L(k)) (2·7) 

1 Nf 
·lfn+I -1- L(k))= JNf ~1 aJm.~-akm.t-lfn). (2·8) 

These states are also coupled through V with the states 

Bz(k, !) · ~ t t 1/n) (2 9) 
1(N .. )(N 1) 4-J afmtakmtafm'tatm't , • v f- n f- n- m¢m'=n+l 

(2·10) 

(2 ·11) 

unless the coupling is forbidden by the Pauli principle. Here Bz(k, !) is given by 

for k=l= l , 

for k=l. 
(2 ·12) 

The states (2·9)"-"(2·11) are then coupled with lfn+s ttt L 3(k, l, in)>, l!n+s tt-l- L3(k, l, 
m)), l!n+s t-1--1- L 3(k, !, m)> and lfn+s -1--1--1- L3(k, !, m)>, whose expressions are not given 
here explicitly. 

In order to obtain the ground state lg> and final states If>, we use the basis states 
from lin> to lfn+s -1--1--1- L3(k, l, m)>. Hamiltonian matrix elements for these basis 
states are given in the Appendix. 

§ 3. Calculated results 

The calculated XPS spectra are shown in Figs: 2(a)--..; (g) for ThOz--..; BkOz, respec
tively. The solid curve is obtained by convoluting the original line spectra with a 
Lorentzian function of width 1.0 e V (FWHM) and a Gaussian function of width 1.1 e V 
(FWHM), and by adding a background contribution B(Es) (the dashed curve). The 
spectrum B(Es) is calculated by assuming the relation 

1
E8 

B(Es)= C _"" F(E's)dE's (3 ·1) ' 

with a constant C as an adjustable parameter. In Fig. 2 the origin of Es is taken 
arbitrarily. The main parameter values used in our calculations are listed in Table 

·I. With these parameters, the 5/ electron number nf averaged in the ground state is 
also estimated and shown in Table I. 

In this analysis, we assume that the value U in the initial state (denoted by ( U(i)) 
. is a little smaller than that in the final state ( U(!)), and we take account of the fact 
that U and Ufc increases and V decreases with increasing atomic number. The 
value of J is taken from Van der Marel's paper10

> as follows: 

!=0.33+0.07(Z -89)(eV), (3· 2) 
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Fig. 2. (a) ~(g) are the calculated 4/ -XPS for 
An02 (An=Th, U ~ Bk) with the parameters in 
Table I and with Lorentzian broadening 1.0 eV 
(FWHM) and Gaussian broadening 1.1 eV 
(FWHM). The background is shown with the 
dashed curve. 
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122 A. Kotani and T. Yamazaki 

Table L The parameter values for An02 (An= Th"" Bk) estimated from the present analysis (in 
units of eV except for n and nf). 

n L1 Llf v U(i) U(!) Ufc J w nf 

Th 0 9.00 4.00 1.05 4.00 4.25 5.00 0.40 3.00 0.17 

u 2 6.42 1.42 1.15 4.50 4.75 5.50 0.54 3.00 2.26 

Np 3 3.92 -0.88 1.10 5.00 5.35 5.85 0.61 3.00 - 3.36 

Pu 4 0.78 -4.47 0.95 5.50 5.75 6.25 0.68 3.50 4.65 

Am 5 -0.25 -5.35 0.90 6.00 6.40 7.10 0.75 3.50 5.83 

Cm 6 -0.72 -6.67 0.90 6.70 7.00 7.75 0.82 4.00 6.97 

Bk 7 2.07 -4.70 0.875 7.28 7.49 8.24 0.89 4.00 7.49 

where Z is the atomic number. 
In order to see the effect of], we show in Fig. 3 the coupling scheme of the basis 

states through the hybridization. If we disregard the effect of], lin> is coupled with 
ifn+l~(k)> (L(k) will be simply written as L hereafter) with the matrix element 
J14- n( V/ fN), in other words, with the effective hybridization strength Veff 
=J14- n V. When we take into account], the state lin+ I L> splits into lin+ I t L> and 
ifn+I J.. L> whose energy separation is n] (exchange splitting). If n is not very small, 
this splitting is important [for AmOz (n=5), for instance, nJ~3.7 eV]. Further, 
the value of Vetf between ifn> and lin+I t L> is different from that between ifn> and 
ifn+I J.. L>; the former is J7 n V, while the latter is /7 V (see the Appendix). Thus 
the effect of] is to cause the exchange splitting and the corresponding modification of 
Veff. The values of Veff with respect to' the basis states ifn+z t t L 2) ~ ifn+a J.. J.. J.. L3

) 

are also shown in Fig. 3. *> 
The value of L1 in Table I is given by the energy difference between ifn+IaL> and 

Fig. 3. The basis states used in our calculations 
and the strengths of effective hybridization 
acting between these states. The definition of 
these basis states is given in the text. The two 
states linked with a line hybridize with the 
strength shown beside the line. 

lin> (before switching on V). Here, the 
energy of L is taken to be the center of 
the valence band, and a= t forTh ~em 
but a= J.. for Bk because the state ifn> 
of Bk is half-filled. It is found that L1 
decreases monotonically from Th to Cm, 
but it increases at Bk because of the 
change of the exchange energy contribu
tion by 6] between Cm and Bk. Note 
that the explicit form of L1 is written as 
follows: 

Ll=sf- cv+ nU(i)- nd 

with 

(3·3) 

*> In more detail, the value Veff between ir+1ab_(k)> and ir+2aa'b_(l, m)>, for instance, depends on k, land 
m. We show in Fig. 3 the most dominant contribution from k = l =I= m (or k = m =I=!) for large N (see the 
Appendix). 
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Systematic Analysis of Core Photoemission Spectra 123 

n1={n 
n-7 

for n<6, · 
for n>7. (3·4) 

The calculated XPS spectra are in good agreement with the experimental data. 
For Th02"" Np02, the effect of] is not very important because of the small5/ electron 
number n. In the case of Th02, the value of Ll is considerably larger than Veff, so that 
the ground state is mainly in the lt0> state. On the other hand, the energy difference 
between the states l/1 L> and lt0

) decreases in the final state due to the core hole 
potential - Ufc, and becomes comparable with Veff. We denote this energy difference 
as Llf (the charge transfer energy in the final state). Therefore, the main peak of 4/
XPS corresponds to the bonding state (mainly with lt0> component) between 1/0) and 
I/1L) states and the satellite the antibonding state (mainly with lt1L) component). 
As going from Th02 to· Np02, both of Ll and ILJfl decrease. Especially due to the 
decrease of ILJfl, the final state mixing between 1/0

) and l/1 L> increases, so that the 
intensity of the satellite increases. For general n, Llf is expressed as 

=Ll- Ufc+ n[ U(t)- U(i)] (3·5) 

with n1 given by Eq. (3·4), and the value of Llf is also listed in Table I. From the 
value nf in Table I, it is to be noted that the initial state mixing between l/0

) and I!~L> 
is also considerably large for U02 and Np02. 

For Pu and Am, Ll is small, and the effect of the hybridization is very important 
both in the initial and final states. The effect to ] is also important. The ground 
state of Pu02 consists of lin>, lfn+l i L> and 1/n+I-!. L> states with the weight of 42%, 
37% and 14%, respectively. For Am02, these weights change into 25%, 61% and 7%, 
respectively, because Ll becomes slightly negative. Both for Pu and Am, the final 
states of the main peak are the mixed states between ltn+I i L> and l!n+2 it L2) states, 
and those of the satellite are the mixed states among l!n>,lfn+I-!. L> and T.fn+2 i L2

) 

states. As going from Pu02 to Am02, the initial weight of the lin> state decreases, so 
that the intensity of the satellite becomes smaller. 

AmOz 
·~ J==O 
1 
"i~----<~ 
d ..... 

0 -10 -20 -30 -40 -50 

Binding energy ( e V) 

Fig. 4. The calculated 4/-XPS for Am02 with ] 
=0.0 eV, where the other parameters are the 
same as those for Am02 in Table I. 

To see the role of], we show in Fig. 
4 the calculated XPS spectrum for Am02 
with vanishing ] (Ll and Llf are kept 
unchanged). In this case, the width of 
the main peak is smaller, and the satel
lite becomes more remarkable, compar
ed with the case ]=1=0 (Fig. 2(e)). 
Furthermore, a second satellite peak 
about 12 e V above the main peak occurs. 
For ]=0, the main peak and the first 
satellite correspond to the bonding and 
antibonding states (bound states) 
between l/6 L> and l/7 L2) final states, 
which are coupled strongly by the 
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124 A. Kotani and T. Yamazaki 

effective hybridization Veff=/8 V. The second satellite corresponds mainly to l/5
) 

final state. When J ·is switched on, 1/6 L> splits into 1/6 i L> and 1/6 J- L), and l/7 L 2) 
splits into ·l/7 i i L 2), l/7 i J- L 2) and l/7 J- J- L2). Then the main peak consists of 1/6 i L> 
and l/7 it L2) final states, and the satellite l/5

), 1/6 J- L> and l/7 i-1- L2) final states, as 
mentioned before. The coupling between 1/6 i L) and l/7 i i L2) is very small with 
Veff= V, so that the main peak intensity is spread over the valence band width 
(because of the valence hole L) instead of forming a strong bound state. The 
intensity of the satellite is also spread widely because of the exchange splitting. 
Thus, the effect of J makes the main peak width larger, and the satellite less conspicu
ous, in a manner consistent with experiments. 

The situation in Cm is somewhat anomalous. Since Ll is negative, the ground 
state configuration is mainly l/7 i L), where the contribution from 1/6

), .l/7 J- L> and 
l/8 i-1- L2) are much smaller because of the higher energy (note that the 1/8 it L) state 
is impossible). The final state of the XPS peak is also the l/7 i L) state, and the other 
states which hybridize with this state give only weak and widely spread. spectra. The 
situation is simple in Bk, because we only take account of l/7

), l/8 J- L>, l/9 J-J- L2) and 
1/10 J-J--1- L3

) states and no lift of the spin degeneracy occurs. The value of Ll is 
comparable with the effective hybridization ./7 V, so that the ground state is a 
strongly mixed state between l/7

) and l/8 J- L> states. The three XPS peaks originate 
from l/7

), l/8 i L> and l/9 J-J- L2) final states, where the latter two states are strongly 
mixed through the hybridization. In this respect, the origin of the three XPS peaks 
of Bk02 is similar to that in 3d-XPS of Ceol> and Pr02.11> · 
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Fig. 5. The effective correlation energy Uerr and 
the charge transfer energy L1 estimated for a 
series of An02 (An=Th ~ Bk). 

From our analysis, it is found that 
Pu02 and Bk02 are materials of strong 
mixed-valence with nf"'4.6 and nf"'7.5, 
respectively. Am02 and Cm02 have nf 
values much larger than those of the 
tetravalent ion; especially for Cm02 the 
value of nf is almost that of the trivalent 
ion. This may suggest that Cm02 has 
an almost unstable crystalline struc
ture.12> 

We can estimate from our results 
the magnitude of the correlation gap, 
which is the insulating energy gap corre
sponding to the charge fluctuation 

f.nf.n~ +.n-lj,n+l 
t J J z J ' 

where i and j label actinide ion. sites. 
The correlation gap is given by the 
effective Coulomb energy 

{
U-J 

Ueff= U+BJ 
for n<6 

for n -:-7. (3·6) 
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Systematic Analysis of Core Photoemission·Spectra 125 

On the other hand, the charge transfer energy L1 corresponds to the insulating energy 
gap due to the fluctuation 

In Fig. 5, we show Ueff and L1 for Th02 ~ Bk02. For Th02 and U02, Ueff is smaller 
than Ll, so that the minimum gap is given by the correlation gap, and such a system 
is denoted by the Mott-Hubbard-type insulator.13) For Pu02, Am02, Cm02 and Bk02, 
on the other hand, L1 is smaller than Uerf, so that the minimum gap is the charge 
transfer gap, and these materials are the charge-transfer-type insulators.13

> There
fore, we find a crossover between Mott-Hubbard-type and charge-transfer-type sys
tems around N p02. 

§ 4. 3d -XPS for rare-earth sesqui-oxides 

In this section we briefly review the analysis of the rare-earth 3d-XPS for the 
R203 series by Ikeda et al.,4>·

5
> and compare the result with that of the actinide 4/-XPS 

for An02 described in§ 3. The model is the same as that given in§ 2.1 except that the 
exchange interaction f is disregarded for simplicity. 

The calculated results for 3d-XPS of R203 for R=La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd and 
Yb are shown in Figs. 6(a) ~(h) with the solid curve and compared with the experi
mental 3d5;2-XPS14>~17> plotted with the dashed curve (3d3;2-XPS is not shown here). 
In Fig. 6 the zero of the binding energy scale Es is taken to be the position of the 
higher intensity peak, and the maximum intensities of the theoretical and experimen
tal spectra are normalized so as to be the same. For La203, Ce203, Pr203 and Nd203, 
two XPS peaks are observed. The intensity ratio of the lower binding energy peak 
to the higher one is about 1.2 for La203, but it_decreases monotonically when_we go 
from La203 to Nd203, and for Sm203 the lower binding energy peak disappears; For 
Eu203, however, a lower binding energy peak occurs again. From Gd203 to Er203, 
only a single peak "is observed,m although the results for Tb203"' Er203 are not shown 
in Fig. 6. Fo~ Yb203 a weak satellite is found on the lower energy side of the main 
peak. 

The parameter values used in this analysis is listed in Table II. Comparing 
between Tables I and II, we find that V of R203 is much smaller than that of An02, and 
that U and Ufc of R203 are much larger than those of An02. These results reflect that 
the spatial extension of the 4/ wavefunction of R203 is smaller than the 5/ wavefunc
tion of An02. Therefore, the effect of the hybridization in R203 is, in general, much 
smaller than that in An02, and the states lg> and If> are considerably well described 
within the basis space of lin> and 1/n+I L>, while more basis states are necessary for 
An02. The value L1 decreases from La203 to Eu203, jumps to a larger value at Gd203, 
and decreases again from Gd203 to Yb203. Although .the effect off is not explicitly 
taken into account, the jump of L1 at Gd203 reflects implicitly this effect, similarly to 
the jump of L1 at Bk02 as shown in § 3. 
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Fig. 6. Theoretical (solid curve) and experimental (dashed curve) results of 3d-XPS for (a) La203, 

(b) Ce20s, (c) Pr20s, (d) Nd20s, (e) Sm20s-; (f) Eu20a, (g) Gd20a and (h) Yb20a. The background 

is shown with the chain curve. The experimental data for (a), (b) (c) and (d) are taken from 

Ref. 14), and those for (e), (f), (g) and (h) are from Refs. 15), 16), 17) and 17), respectively. 
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Table II. The parameter values for R20s (R =La~ Gd, Yb) estimated from 
the present analysis (in units of e V except for n and nf ). 

n L1 Llf v u Ufc w nf 

La 0 12.5 -0.2 0.57 10.5 12.7 2.5 0.03 

Ce 1 11.0 -0.9 0.6 9.1 12.0 3.0 1.04 

Pr 2 10.5 -2.4 0.56 9.5 12.9 3.0 2.03 

Nd 3 9.5 -2.5 0.48 10.5 12.0 3.0 3.03 

Sm 5 6.5 -4.5 0.3 10.0 11.0 3.0 5.02 

Eu 6 2.3 -8.7 0.3 10.0 11.0 3.0 6.14 

Gd 7 13.0 2.0 0.3 10.0 11.0 3.0 7.00 

Yb 13 1.7 -9.8 0.3 10.0 11.5 3.0 13.05 
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The splitting of 3d-XPS in Laz03"' Ndz03 and that in Euz03 and Ybz03 are 
explained by the two different mechanisms. For Laz03 ""'N dz03, L1 is much larger 
than Verr ( =/14- n V), so that the ground state is in the almost pure 14/n) state. On 
the other hand, IL1fl( . ILl- Ufcl) is comparable with Verr, so that 14/n) and 14/n+l L> 
states are mixed in the final state of 3d-XPS. The two peaks of 3d-XPS correspond 
to the bonding and antibonding states between l4fn> and 14/n+I L> states. Thus, the 
splitting of 3d-XPS is caused by the effect of the final state mixing. In the case of 
Laz03, the value of Llf is almost vanishing, so that the 14/n> and 14/n+l L> states are 
mixed very strongly in the final state, resulting in the XPS peaks with almost the same 
intensities. This is in contrast to the case of ThOz, where LlA =4.0 eV) is not very 
small because of the small value of Ufc, so that the lower energy XPS peak corre
sponding mainly to the l4fn> state is much stronger than the higher energy peak. 
When we go from Laz03 to N dz03, the final state mixing becomes weaker, because IL1fl 
increases and Vefr decreases. As a result, the relative intensity of the lower binding 
energy peak becomes smaller, since the final state of this peak has the increasingly 
larger weight of 14/n+l L> state which is orthogonal with the ground state. For 
Smz03, the intensity of the lower energy peak vanishes. 

For Euz03 and Ybz03, IL1fl is much larger than Verr, but L1 is not so large as IL1fl and 
the effect of Verr is not negligible in the ground state. Therefore, the ground state is 
a mixed state between 14/n) and 14/n+I L> states, although the mixing is not very large. 
The ground state has a finite overlap integrals with both of the almost pure 14/n) and 
l4fn+1 L> final states, resulting in the splitting of 3d -XPS. Thus, the splitting is 
caused by the effect of the initial state mixing. 

In contrast to the situation in Rz03, the splitting of 4/-XPS in most of AnOz cannot 
be ascribed to the initial or final state mixing only; both the initial and final state 
mixings are important as shown in § 3. 

In th rest of this section, it should be mentioned that the existence of the satellite 
in 3d-XPS of Euz03 and Ybz03 has not been well established. Schneider et aU6

> 

. observed the satellite in Euz03, which we have shown in Fig: 6(f) but Osterwalder et 
aU8

> did not observe such a satellite. We cannot exclude the possibility that the 
satellite is not of instrinsic bulk origin but due to some extrinsic effect, for instance, 
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due to divalent rare-earth atoms at the surface. From a theoretical viewpoint, the 
existence of the satellite is also somewhat a subtle problem, because the intensity of 
the satellite depends strongly on the parameters L1 and Veff as shown by Ikeda et al.4> 
What we can say definitely is that if the satellite in Eu203 and Yb203 is intrinsic, then 
our mechanism (due to the initial state mixing) is the most probable one. It is highly 
desirable to check experimentally whether the satellite is intrinsic or not. 

§ 5. Concluding remarks 

In the present paper, we have carried out a systematic analysis of 4/-XPS for 
An02 (An=Th,..... Bk) with the impurity Anderson model. The effect of the exchange 
interaction J is shown to be important in explaining the observed 4/-XPS especially 
for Pu02, Am02 and Cm02. Although our analysis is almost satisfactory, there are 
still some discrepancies between experimental and. theoretical results. For instance, 
the experimental intensity ratio between 4/712 and 4/s/2 spectral components deviates 
from the statistical ratio 4:3 for some An02, especially for Am02. It is left to future 
investigation to improve the analysis by explicitly taking account of the spin-orbit 
interaction and multipole Coulomb and exchange interactions. 

The result for 4/-XPS of An02 was compared with the previous result for 3d-XPS 
of R203 (R=La "'Yb). Both for An02 and R203, the charge transfer energy L1 
decreases with increasing atomic number, and jumps for half-filled elements (Gd and 
Bk). The hybridization strength V for An02 is larger than that for .R20s, and 
Coulomb interactions U and Ufc for An02 are smaller than those for R203. In the 
previous analysis4>,s> of 3d-XPS of R203, the effect of J was disregarded. For 3d-XPS. 
of R203, however, the conspicuous splitting of XPS spectra is observed for La203, 
Ce203 and Pr203, where the 4/ electron number is small, so that the effect of ! is not 
very important. As a matter of fact, full multiplet coupling calculations of 3d -XPS 
for La203, Ce203 and Pr203 have recently been carried out/9>'20> and it was shown that 
the analysis without multiplet coupling (so that without/) works sufficiently well in 
order to estimate the parameters Ll, V, U, etc. for these materials. 
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Appendix 

Matrix elements of the Hamiltonian Ho in our basis space are given here. The 
diagonal matrix elements are as follows: 
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<Jn+l t L(k)IHolfn+l t L(k)>=Eo+cf-cv(k)+nU-n], 

(jn+l t L(k)IHolfn+l t L(k))=Eo+cf-cv(k)+nU, 

(jn+2 1'1' L(k, l)IHolfn+2 1'1' L(k, l)>=Eo+2cf-cv(k)-cv(l) 

+(2n+ 1) U -(2n+ 1)!, 

<Jn+2 tt L(k, l)IHolfn+2 tt L(k, l)>=Eo+2cf-cv(k)-cv(l)+(2n+1)U-n], 

<Jn+2 tt L(k, l)IHolfn+2 tt L(k, /))=Eo+2.sf-cv(k)-cv(l)+(2n+1)U-J, 

(jn+3 1'1'1' L(k, l, m)IHolfn+3 1'1'1' L(k, l, m))=Eo+3.::f-cv(k)-.::v(l)-cv(m) 

+3(n+1)U-3(n+1)!, 

<Jn+3 1' 1' t L(k, l, m)IHolfn+3 1' 1' t L(k, l, m)) =Eo+ 3cf- cv(k)- cv(l)- cv(m) 

+3(n+ 1) U -(2n+ 1)]', 

<Jn+3 ttt L(k, l, m)IHolfn+3 ttt L(k, l, m)>=Eo+3cf-cv(k)-cv(l)-.::v(m) 

+3(n+1)U-(n+1)], 

<Jn+3 ttt L(k, l, m)IHolfn+3 ttt L(k, l, m))=Eo+3cf-cv(k)-cv(/)-cv(m) 

+3(n+ 1)U -3]. 

Non-zero off-diagonal matrix elements are written as 

<fniHolfn+l t L(k)>= vI Nf N n ,' 

<JniHoiJn+l t L(k))= V fi!i, 

<Jn+l 1' L(k)IHolfn+2 tt L2(l, m))= V ~Nr-;..!}_ 1 82(!, m)(8kz+ 8km), 

<Jn+l t L(k)IHolfn+2 tt L2(l, m)>= vI NfN 1 82(!, m)(8kz+ 8km)' 

<Jn+l t ~(k)IHolfn+2 tt L2(l, m)>= V [f!i8kz, 

<Jn+l t L(k)IHolfn+2 tt L 2(l, m)>= V ~NfN n 8km, 

<Jn+2 tt L2(k, l)IHolfn+3 ttt L3(m, i, j))='V /Nf-;J- 2 82(k, l)83(m, i, j) 

X ((Ljfm + L~7)+(m, i, j cyclic)), 
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<Jn+2 
-1--1- L2(k, l)IHolfn+3 

-1--1--1- L 3(m, i, j))= V / NfN 2 o2(k, l)og(m, i, j) 

X ((L~m+ L~"l)+(m, i, j cyclic)), 

<!"+' tt L'(k, l)IHol!"+' tt.!. L'(m, i, j)>= V .jl'jMk, l)a,(m, i)(Um+ L'."!), 

<Jn+2 
-1--1- L2(k, l)IHolfn+3 t -1--1- L 3(m, i, j)) = V fKffiiolk, l)B2(i, j)(Lzti + L~j), 

<Jn+2 t -1- L2(k, l)IHolfn+3 tt -1- L 3(m, i, j)>= V ~ Nf-;;- 1 o2(m, i)(Ltti+ Lttm), 

<!"+' t < L'(k, l}IHol!"+' t < < L'(m, i, j)>= V ~ Nr;:;-l a,(i, j)(Um + Um) , 

where 

. { 1 
og(k, l, m)= 1//2 

1//6 

for k=Fl=Fm=Fk, 

for k=l=Fm and (k,l,m) cyclic, 

for k= l=m, 

and o2(k, l) is given by Eq. (2 ·12). 
Matrix elements of the Hamiltonian H are obtained from those of the 

Hamiltonian Ho simply by replacing cf with cf- Ufc. 
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